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A Large Volume Deep-Ocean Sam-
pler fo~ Hydrothermal Fluids

, "

Simple, Novel Design Allows Collection of Ffundreds of Liters of
Uncontaminated Fluid With Each Deployment

By Tor Bjorklund (AI'C) isotopic studies, Such volumes samplers (major and gas-tights) or
Oceanographer are far beyond the reach of conven- manifold samplers that are expensive
University of Washington tional sampling systems, To be able to to build and complicated to maintain,
Seattle, Washington push the frontiers of understanding of It was clear that to rapidly recover
and such environments, we need to devel- large volumes of uncontaminated fluid
Matthew McCarthy op sampling technology for deep-sea ~th a minimum capital investment, a
Assistant Professo1; Ocean Sciences marine hydrothermal systems with a new approach was required, The new
University of California, Santa Cruz capacity almost three orders of mag- sampler had the following design cri-
Santa Cruz, California nitude larger than those presently teria: sample fluid must not be chemi-

available for submersible and ROV cally contaminated; internal surfaces
T he sampling of hydrothermal flu- use, must be resistant to potentially corro-

ids fOf chemical and biological The solution was tb design a robust sive fluid; sampling rate must be con-
studies has been a major scientific trollable, so as not to overdrive the
goal since the discovery of deep- artesian flow of vent fluid and mix
sea vents in the late 1970s, Stan- the target sample with ambient sea-

~ dard sampling technology current- .\' the understanding of hydrothe water; deployment and control
ly consists of small (~500 milli- l t h l d' k must be ;via an ROV or submersible
I ' ) fl ' d 1 tak ' h d' a sy,\' ems as' evo ve , many . .,

d 1Iters Ul samp es en WIt IS- ,..' . USIng exlstlng eep-sea e evators;
crete titanium vessels from an ROV lent~{tc que,\'tlons now requwe me must be able to sample fluids up to

or submersible, Such samples pro- ring extremely dilute biologic 65° C; and must be robust, simple
vide adequate volume for many 18ateriaL\' and organic chemic and inexpensive,bulk inorganic fluid composition '. ecie,\'."

studies, although the competition Design
for aliquots of a few hundred milli- The design satisfies these criteria
liters between individual in-vesti- by not driving sample fluid through
gators is often intense, As the " a mechanical pump, but instead uti-
understanding of hydrothermal sys- and mexpensl,:,e barrel s~mpler capa- lizing the pressure differential created
tems has evolved, many key scientific ble of recovenng ~~OO lIters, (53 gal- when water is evacuated from a sealed
questions now require measuring Ions) ofnon-contamm~ted fl~ld from a barrel to "passively" fill a chemically
extremely dilute biological materials hydrothermal source m a smgl~ de- inert sample bag, In the design, sealed
and organic chemical species, pl~yment. Devel?ped .r°r.a Natlonal plastic barrels are deployed full of

The biochemical and isotopic com- SCle?Ce Foundatlon LIfe m, Extreme freshwater, each containing an empty
position of non-living organic matter EnvIronments (L~XEN~ cruIse to the internal sample bag, The barrels are
carries a detailed molecular history of Juan de, Fuca RIdge m September then recovered largely empty of back-
the biogeochemical system which pro- 2002, thIS new sampler succ,essfully ground water but with full internal
duced it, including its biological and recovered, a tot~l o~ 775 hters of sample bags, eliminating void spaces
geochemical sources, fluid residence crustal ,fluIds dunng SIX deplo~ent~, and the associated need for expensive,
times and the ultimate origins of ele- ex~a?dmg t?e scope of potentlal SCl- high-strength machined housings, This
mental building blocks. However, a entlflc studIes of hydrothermal sys- design allows the housing and the
minimum of tens of liters of fluid is tems to a totally new level, majority of plumbing to be made from
needed for many of the most basic inexpensive PVC, since sampled fluid
analyses of this kind, and up to hun- Background and Design Cri!eria contacts only the Teflon@ sampling
dreds of liters for the most detailed Current hydrothermal flUId sam- tube and internal storage bags,
and powerful molecular-level stable pIing reli,es, ,on ve~ small :ol~e For the sealed 'vessels, we used two
isotopic (813C,81~) and radiocarbon (~500 milllhters) - qlscrete tltamum inexpensive 30-gallon polyethylene
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contain a simple and inexpensive 12-
volt toggle encased in an oil-filled
PVC housing. The switch is activated
by a push/pull rod passing through a
sealed bulkhead fitting in the top of
the housing. Originally designed for

liquid shipping barrels with compres- This coupling also provides an overfill less than 30 meters of water, the
sion-clamped seals and foam rubber protection feature, since pumping switches were modified by adding a
a-rings. These barrels were lined with resistanc'e will increase until the mag- larger oil-filled reservoir tube, thus
two-inch-thick open cell foam to cush- netic drive slips, reducing the chance expanding the operating depth range
ion the full sample bags during recbv- of mpturing full sample bags. Sam- of the pressure compensator.
err. The barrels were secured to the pIing rate is controlled both by on- A manipulator command panel
aluminum Woods Hole Oceanograph- deck adjustment and in-situ using the allowed mounting of the valves for
ic deep-sea elevator (for a full de scrip- ROV manipulator. The impellor speed' both the barrel evacuation and fluid
tion, read the Woods Hole Oceano- on the pump can be adjusted on deck sampling systems, the pump on/off
graphic Institution's Technical Report between 1,300 and 4,500 revolutions switch and a simple visual flow meter
WHOI-OO-Ol). Bulkhead fittings were per minute using an internal poten- read by the ROV video system to
installed in each of the barrel lids to tiometer. On the seafloor, valves for determine the in-situ rate of sampling.
allow both the controlled evacuation both barrel outflow and the sample This panel utilized a series of PVC
of the background water and the fill- inflow can be opened incrementally to levers in order to be easily operable by
ing of the sample bags while maintain- control flow rates and prevent over- the manipulators of the ROV Jason II.
ing the barrel's overall seal. driving the venting fluid, which can Inert, easily cleaned materials (Teflon

The only powered component of the dilute the target sample by entraining & Tedlar@) were used on the sample
system was the pump used to evacuate ambient seawater. fluid plumbing, avoiding potential
the background water from the barrels Power was provided by a DeepSea contamination-a serious issue for
(Seabird underwater pump model SBE Power and Light 12-volt, 72 A/hr trace chemical and biological studies
5T). The SBE 5T is a small, 12-volt, SeaBattery, which was salvaged from of a corrosive hydrothermal fluid.
full ocean depth pump with a centrifu- an obsolete instrument. For manual
gal impellor magnetically coupled to on/off operation using the ROV Sampling Process
the drive motor. The magnetic drive manipulator, a pressure-compensated Readying the sampling package for
allows the impellor to be external to toggle switch was developed by the deployment consists of cleaning and
the titanium pressure housing, elimi- University of Washington Ocean Engi- prepping the sample system, installing- nating pressurized mechanical seals. neering Department. The switches internal sample bags and charging the
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understanding of seafloor hydrother-
mal environments. In one research
cruise, the sampler successfully recov-
ered a total of eight discrete, unconta-
minated large-volume fluid samples
ranging from 60 to 150 liters for bio-
logical and geochemical studies. For
most sites, these samples represented
at least two independent large volume
samples from distinct crustal environ-
ments. ' ,

The total recovered volume during
our cruise of 775 liters in six deploy-

barrels with the fresh water to be evac- ments represents substantially more
uated. All internal plumbing that con- hydrothermal fluid than is typically
tacts sample fluid is acid-cleaned and recovered during an entire field season
washed with ultra-clean water. The by conventional equipment. The mod-
cleaned system is then pre loaded with ular and open design proved extremely
a small, measured quantity of de-ion- powerful in allowing easy shipboard
ized water (-750 milliliters) to avoid modification and repair. The design is
both seawater intrusion and crimping also extremely versatile, allowing, for
of the Teflon tubing during descent. A example, the same equipment to be
valved PVC port installed for connec- used for tracer studies by reversing the
tion to a deck hose allows easy filling pump flow to inject solutions at a
of the barrels with the water to be known rate, and suggesting a wide
evacuated, and allows verification that range of potential future users. 1st!
neither air nor seal leaks exist. Before
launch the negative buoyancy of the Tor Bjorklund is an'

.'. oceanographer (re-
entire elevator IS calculated so that the search scientist/
ROV can r~p~sition the system on ~he engineer) at the
seafloor, wlthm range of the samplmg University of Wash-
site. ington. He has

The ROV begins the operation by worked for Dr: H.P.
- positioning the sampling tube, manu- Johnson studying

ally starting the pump to evacuate the the geophysical aspects of deep-sea
barrels and opening the manifold hyd~o.thermal. s?,ste~s for two years. In
valves to the internal sample bags. addition to al~mg m the ~evel°'pment of
Partiall closing these valves allows n~~ ?~d n~vellnstrum~ntatlon, h~s respon-. . y I' slbultles Include cruise planning, data
varIatIon of the s~p m~ rate to corre- management and archiving, grant submis-
spond to the vent s art~slan flow. When sions and at sea research. Bjorklunds
the flow rate on the visual flow meter qualifications include a B.S. in physical
indicates a dramatic decrease, the bar- oceanography from the University of
rels are empty of background water Washington and a strong desire to use his
and the sample bags are filled. Closing mechanical abilities in hands-on ways to
all valves in the sampling system and creatively solve oceanographic dilemmas.
turning off the pump completes the
sampling operation, allowing the ele- l!!atthew .McCarthyvator to be acoustically or manually IS an assistant pr~-

fessor of ocean SCI-released from the seafloor and recov- t th U .
. . ences a e nl-

ered by the surface ship. The multl- versity of Californ-

barrel design allows significant versa- ia, Santa Cruz. He
tility, as each elevator deployment can got his start in
collect either one large volume sample marine science as
or discrete individual sub-samples an analytical chemist at the International
from different sites. Once on deck, the Atomic Energy Agency Environmental
sample bags are emptied by direct Stu~ies ~bo:atory s~udying mercury con-
transfer (gravity feed or a peristaltic tammatlon m Me~l-terranean. seafood.
pump) to a ship-board lab for process- After ~radua~e studl~s at the l!nlverslty of
. Washington m marine organic geochem-
mg. istry, he received postdoctoral fellowships

. in Paris Carnegie Geophysical Lab and as
Conclusions a SOEST Young Investigator Fellowship at

While still a prototype, this inexpen- University of Hawaii. McCarthy joined the
sive large-volume sampler represents a faculty at the University of California,
powerful new tool to advance the Santa Cruz in 2001.


